
Balance group leader could send these Statement on access to NUS portal to system operator in one of the  

either possibilities:  

     - Signed and scanned statement sent to electronic address: nus.izjava@plinovodi.si 

     - Signed statement to address: Plinovodi d.o.o., Cesta Ljubljanske brigade 11b, 1001 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Balance group leader: 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

  STATEMENT  

on access to the NUS portal 

With this statement Balance group leader declares that he agrees that Transmission System 

Operator company PLINOVODI d.o.o. (hereinafter – system operator) issues a digital 

certificate to allow him access to the NUS portal. By signing this statement Balance group 

leader authorizes person (NAME and SURNAME) _______________________________ with 

electronic address ________________________ for accessing the data regarding gas 

transmission which are available on the NUS portal via next modules:  

Access (YES/NO) Name of module 

 Final allocations of balance groups and subgroups 

 Provisional allocations of balance groups and subgroups 

 Balance group imbalance – provisional allocations 

 Balance group imbalance – final allocations 

 Final allocations on border points 

 Provisional allocations on border points 

 Nominations and confirmations 

 Gas calorific value 

 Annex to the Balance Contract 

 

Access to the NUS portal is enabled with digital certificate where system operator will issue 

and send such digital certificate to the authorized person. By signing this statement 

authorized person hereby declares that it will protect its own digital certificate and will not 

allow access to the portal for other people.  

In case that the Balance group leader wishes to cancel authorized person access to the NUS 

portal or to authorized another person, he will inform the system operator which will process 

the change in reasonable time. The change come into force from the implementation of the 

change done by the system operator. 

Balance group leader also agrees that temporary suspension of the NUS portal, incorrect 

data or even temporary unavailability of individual or group of data will not have any 

consequences for system operator. Balance group leader will in such events inform support 

team of system operator via electronic address nus@plinovodi.si which will establish smooth 

and proper functioning of the application within a reasonable time. 

In/At _________________, dated ____________  

  

                             

Authorized person: 

__________________________________ 

Signature of the authorized person: 

Legal representative: 

_____________________________________ 

Stamp and signature of the legal 

representative: 
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